
In this paper, presented in absentia at the
first conference of the Chinese Liberal
Culture Movement, mainland writer Zhou
Bingxin calls for a united effort in defense
of the artistic integrity of modern Chinese
literature.

This meeting is the first time in China’s history that Chinese
have marched into democratic society under the banners of
“Creative Freedom” and ”Freedom of Expression.“This pio-
neering effort demonstrates that Chinese intellectuals world-
wide, especially those on the mainland, who care about the
wretched situation in China have come to the realization that
the word “freedom” can ultimately defeat the tyrannical ideo-
logy of totalitarianism and post-totalitarianism.The full
essence and significance of this unprecedented realization can-
not yet be thoroughly fathomed.
It is the existence of overseas intellectuals that provides a

backbone of conscience and truth to the cynical mass con-
sumer society of mainland China, and recalls the role of intel-
lectuals in other periods of exile associated with social
movements in China, such as the regime change in 1949, the
Cultural Revolution, theApril 5th Movement in 1976, and
most especially the liberal intellectuals who fled overseas
around the time of the 1989 Democracy Movement.
In the 17 years that have passed since the events of the

1989 Democracy Movement, the vast land of China still
enjoys no hope of the equality, freedom, democracy, truth and
rule of law that are the inalienable rights of all human beings.
Even in an era of great material advancement, power remains
the monopoly of officials, and ordinary Chinese people have
only the right to survive in silence.The idea of “the power of
the powerless” introduced by former Czech presidentVaclav
Havel remains a fairy tale in China. Seventeen years have
brought a new era in world history, but the people of China
still live under a pyramidal power structure with no signs of
change. Now countless unfair, unjust, inhumane and iniqui-
tous events are accumulating into a storm, but the regime is
taking no action to change its basic character of internal colo-
nization, spiritual enslavement, autocracy and surveillance. It

is no overstatement to describe China as a gigantic prison
without walls.
Since the end of the 1990s, Chinese ideology has turned its

focus to the pleasures of consumption and aimless indulgence.
Intellectuals of all stripes have rushed willy-nilly to join the
trend, abandoning their capacity to think, question, monitor
and counterbalance the tyrannical regime in order to satisfy
their base natures with the sensual allurements of con-
sumerism. China has lost the intellectual class as spokesmen
for the people and representatives of justice and the oppressed,
who through words and actions could provide moral and fac-
tual direction to the masses in times of difficulty.The qualities
of caring for truth and justice, of identifying the ills of society
and suggesting cures for them, these qualities are almost
impossible to find among China’s intellectuals now.
Likewise, Chinese literature has collapsed in our present

consumer society, and is increasingly marginalized from Chi-
nese cultural life. Chinese writers long ago abandoned the liter-
ary burden of idealism, humanity, romanticism, enlightenment
and inquiry. Contemporary literature has sunk into a morass of
consumerism, abandoning art in favor of formulaic, apathetic
and consumption-oriented works that serve as no more than a
sedative for a society that is spinning out of control.
Today’s China is suffused with philistinism and cynicism;

lacking a culture of liberal humanism, it is obsessed with
material consumption and daily amusements. Modern Chinese
intellectuals have collectively reconciled themselves to com-
promise with the powers that be in return for accepting their
nurture. From this standpoint it becomes easier to understand
how totalitarianism has been able to continue in China for
3,000 years to the present day.
The Hungarian writerArthur Koestler blamed intellectuals

for the rise of totalitarianism.1 Likewise,modern and contempo-
rary Chinese history demonstrates that intellectuals contributed
to the development and consolidation of totalitarianism in
China. Even if we make allowances for the errors of early ideal-
ism, how can we account for the dozen-odd man-made catas-
trophes repeatedly inflicted on the Chinese people since the
Great Leap Forward? None of the previous catastrophes or wars
of Chinese history could match the destruction and suffering
imposed on China and its people during this period, yet it has
been deliberately banished frommemory.

BY ZHOU BINGXIN

Focus on Transnational Culture:

CHINESE LIBERAL CULTURE
IN THE YEAR OF THE PIG
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What we see in China today is Chinese transforming them-
selves into pigs like Zhu Bajie in the fairy tale,2 fattening them-
selves up by all available means as they struggle their way up
the social scale.They care nothing about the suppression and
exploitation of peasants, migrant workers, ethnic minorities
and other disadvantaged groups, nor do they ponder “The
China Question” or inquire into the progress of freedom and
democracy in China.The differences between the lifestyles and
world views of today’s Chinese can be quite simply divided
into those of big pigs and little pigs.
The regime is more than happy to apply the principles of

pig-rearing in developing its policies geared toward individual
enrichment and nation-building, while constantly back-sliding
on basic human rights such as freedom of movement, informa-
tion and expression.As preoccupation with corporal satisfac-
tion and desires has taken over, internal colonization, literary
inquisitions and ideological clampdowns deprive China of a
spiritual dimension to counterbalance its material prosperity,
and of the necessary reminders of the many problems that con-
tinue to infest China, especially its vast rural areas.
Today we see the situation faced by intellectuals in exile

overseas who still concern themselves with the problems of
China: separation from family, and no hope of returning to
their homeland, even in their old age. It is still nearly impossi-
ble for the voice of liberty to penetrate China’s blockades. In
this context it is encouraging to see the Chinese Liberal Culture
Movement take aim at the heart of world-wide tyranny.The
Chinese term ziyou, for “free“ or “liberal,”3 was not invented by
China.Along with the word for democracy, it is derived from
the Japanese translation of the western concept.These words
were introduced to China as early as the end of the nineteenth
century, but we have waited much too long to see them put
into effect. From now on, intellectuals from all walks of life
can answer the call of Liberal Culture, and through their writ-
ing or other activities can defend the values of freedom instead
of just talking about them.

The rise of consumer literature
The narrative direction and aspirations of Chinese literary
works since the 1990s make it clear that the consumer writing
environment has created an unprecedented marriage of literary
expression and the market. Literature has becomes an
ephemeral record of philistine consumption, a modern Chi-
nese “literature of indulgence” forming a historical continuum
with the “culture of indulgence” of the late Ming period.
Commercialization, craving, fashion and materialism are all
part of a narrative chain with consumption at its core.The
social and human relationships between people, between
events, between you and me, between him/her and me, are all
reduced to economic benefit, which becomes a prevailing nar-
rative pattern that distorts characters and events through flat-
tening, caricature, exaggeration, artifice and mockery.
Indulgence and anesthesia have become key concepts of Chi-
nese literature since the 1990s, while the mainstream realism
long promoted by official ideology has failed to take on the
widespread suffering and collective memory of China’s past 50
years. It is regrettable that China’s writers have thrown away

this opportunity to rebuild the humanity, morality and faith of
China.This shows how official patronage has resulted in a his-
torical inertia of empty faith, physical submission and spiritual
vacuity.
The writings of the woman writers Chi Li and Fang Fang

reflect the agitated mood of the age, and are undoubtedly a
reaction to the political movement that preceded it.After the
retreat of the 1989 political movement, the zeal of Chinese for
political freedom was diverted to an exaggerated pursuit of
materialism and desire.The so-called New Realism of these
woman writers facilitated the vulgarization and degeneration
of China in the 1990s.The formulaic desires and demands of
the businessman, the peddler and the restaurant boss repre-
sented in their middle-brow novels were absorbed and imi-
tated by their readers in daily life, and as global consumer
society infested China at the end of the 1990s, China’s con-
sumer literature gained real momentum.
Idealism, originality, enlightenment and romanticism were

banished overnight as literature embraced the new consumer
age. From then on, “symptom literature” and “consumer liter-
ature” became the key literary trends in the 1990s. I intro-
duced the concept of consumer literature in 2001, depicting
the literary scene since the 1990s as “The dazzle of lust and
color, the primacy of sensuality, playing with nihilism, the
prevalence of materialism and consumption, a collage of the
ugly and prosaic, anti-literariness run amok,” and the turning
of contemporary literature from ideology to image. Literature
no longer took on grand narrative themes such as country,
nation and history, but sank into a morass of minimalist depic-
tions of private life, secrecy and vulgarity.
Literature lost its former lofty intellectual radiance and

became a direct reflection of life, starting with the appearance
ofWang Shuo’s “hoodlum hero” at the end of the 1980s. In the
early 1990s, the appearance of a group of female “private
novel” writers such as Chen Ran, Lin Bai and Hai Nan carried
this kind of personalized private novel to its extreme form.
Rebelliousness, self-absorption, iconoclasm, neuroticism,
morbidity, hypersensitivity and sexual fantasy were all woven
into the narrative patterns of this group of writers. Toast to the
Past (Yu wangshi ganbei), One Man’sWar (Yige ren de
zhanzheng), Private Life (Siren shenghuo) and The Female Specimen
(Nüren biaoben) all used the same tricks of that literary style,
in which the anxiety and restlessness of the female protago-
nists toward their identities, gender and youth epitomize con-
sumer society.
Popular consumer literature with recreation, entertainment

and consumption at its core became the main force of the
industrialized culture of the 1990s.The Chinese literature of
the 1990s was escorted with ululations to its funerary bier by
vulgarity, a passion for the mundane, artificial stimulus, man-
nered historical “recreation,” faux rural narrative, blatant phys-
icality, pretentious hoodlum culture, and superficial and
fawning depictions of bourgeois taste.
Writers in the 1990s became obsessed with froth, narcis-

sism, private life, sexual indulgence and fast food.Their mate-
rialism purged them of any remaining justification for their
existence, and—by contrast—bestowed mythic status on writ-
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ers of the early twentieth century, such as Liang Qichao, Lu
Xun and Hu Shi, who attempted to save China through the
“inscrutable power” of literature. Chinese literature in the
1990s demonstrated absolutely no attempt at such salvation,
or even the ability to fictionalize China. Literature in the 1990s
experienced the strong influence of western culture, present-
ing the reader with a false, exaggerated, postponed or acceler-
ated version of modern society as nothing more than a product
of the author’s narcissism and fantasy-fueled impulses, reach-
ing a man-made climax through waves of artificially stimu-
lated emotion.
Typical examples of this narrative strategy includeYu Hua’s

Staying Alive (Huozhe), SuTong’s Harem (Qiqie chengqun), Jia
Pingao’s The Abandoned Capital (Feidou) and Old Gao’sVillage (Gao-
lao zhuang), Zhang Xianliang’s Adolescence (Qingchunqi),Yu
Qiuyu’s Highland Journal (Shanju biji) and Cold River (Shuangleng
changhe), Chi Li’s Coming and Going (Lailai wangwang) and Good
Morning,Miss (Xiaojie, ni zao),Tie Ning’s BathingWoman (Dayu
nü), Lin Bai’s Glass Insect (Boli chong) andWangAnyi’s Song of
Everlasting Sorrow (Chang hen’ge). Older writers such asWang
Meng and Liu Xinwu employed their customary earthy real-
ism, but their works in the middle and late 1990s seemed
incommensurate with their rich life experience, and it was
very hard to judge the literary value of these works. In the
beginning of the twenty-first century, they abandoned their
unctuous life philosophy altogether.
In the middle and late 1990s, the more recent generation of

writers such as Qiu Huadong, ZhuWen, Zhang Min and Zhao
Ning pushed consumer literature to its climax.At the same
time, writers born in the 1970s (mainly women) appeared out
of nowhere.As the first generation of writers to grasp the pri-
macy of consumption in the commercial age, they had no
scruples against focusing on the body, in particular the lower
half of the body, in hopes of joining the ranks of world main-
stream culture and using the literature of desire to attain inter-
national recognition.The use of the female body as a narrative
medium can be seen in works such asWei Hui’s Shanghai Baby
(Shanghai Baobei), Mian Mian’s Sugar (Tang), Zhou Jieru’s The
Enchantress’s Net (Xiaoyao de wang), ZhuWenying’s High-Heeled
Shoes (Gaogen xie), Dai Lai’sWe’re All Diseased (Women dou shi
youbingde ren) and other works by Jin Renshun,WeiWei, Shui
Guo,WangTianxiang, Zhao Bo,Yi Lichuan,Anne Babe, Min Zi
and Zhou Jin.
The writers MoYan andYu Hua, well regarded overseas,

have in recent years been unable to match their earlier works.
They have been more deliberative than the aforementioned
young writers, but their tendency toward an obsession with
morbidity, ugliness and deformity are worrying.Yu Hua’s novel
Brother, published in 2005 and 2006, was the last spasm of his
hollow soul and philistinism, and epitomizes the ill conse-
quence of the lack of soul and faith among mainland writers.
Liu Xinwu wrote no novels at all and immersed himself in the
warm sweetness of the Qing masterpiece The Dream of the Red
Chamber, seeking some historical parallel with the Qing
Dynasty, and obsessively unraveling the mystery of Qin
Keqing, a minor character in the novel. Regretfully, his study
turned out to be irrelevant, and his citations of Qing history

made him a laughingstock. Clearly, these writers turned in
another direction after their direct experiences withered, and
they lost their aspiration to serve as voices of conscience and of
the suffering of the people.
What I have said so far has been to provide a map of main-

land literature in the 1990s.This map shows the inexcusable
blame contemporary Chinese literature must bear for the spiri-
tual atrophy, national degeneration and obsessive materialism
of contemporary China. Literature takes no interest in the
tribulations and suffering of the masses, but only in selfish
desire and enjoyment, and as a result, the spiritual products of
mainland China have degenerated at the same time as its econ-
omy has improved.

The spiritual products of mainland China
have degenerated at the same time as its
economy has improved

Perhaps some would consider my judgments too pessimistic.
But I will go on to provide even further grounds for them.
In early 2005, the overseas Chinese writer Ha Jin

bemoaned that the great Chinese novel has never appeared in
mainland China, either in the past or in the present.This is
truly a loss and a heartache for a country with a long literary
tradition.
An argument can easily be made for great French literature,

great Russian literature, great American literature, great English
literature, great Indian literature, and even great Polish litera-
ture, great Czech literature and great Japanese literature. How
about us? A major culture with a literary history spanning
more than 2,000 years sees no tradition of great Chinese litera-
ture carried on today, not to mention the modern notions on
which I elaborated above. Looking at the classics, TheThree King-
doms is enamored of Machiavellianism and legitimization of the
Han Dynasty; TheWater Margin conveys the inevitability of the
calamity-filled course from bloody rebellion to capitulation to
authority; The Journey to theWest is little more than an odyssey of
battling monsters.TheWest to which the monkTripitaka leads
his disciples is not today’sWest, but India, another part of Asia,
and the retrieved Buddhist sutras become little more than a
prayer tool serving the practical needs of today’s Chinese Bud-
dhism. The Dream of the Red Chamber is no doubt the closest we
come to great Chinese literature, but the aesthetic propensities
of murky pre-modern China that suffuse the book limit its
accessibility even in its original context.
To say that China’s literary masterpieces lack greatness

inevitably incurs the wrath of all Chinese.The greatness I refer
to here is an aesthetic, emotion, experience, transcendence,
sense of recognition, timelessness and empathy that can be
widely appreciated, as well as greatness in the modern sense,
which surpasses differences of nationality, religion, class, cul-
ture, region and gender. Of course, applying the modern spiri-
tual viewpoint to China’s pre-modern feudalist classics will
inevitably result in a certain dissonance.
All the same, we must keep in mind that European novels

from the nineteenth and early twentieth century, such as
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Flaubert’s Madame Bovary, Hugo’s Les Misérables,Tolstoy’s Resurrection
and even earlier works, possess a general concern for human-
ity, a conscious penitence and the rudiments of liberalism, all
of which might be attributed to western literature being nur-
tured in the Christian concepts of original sin and salvation,
which have a relatively clear significance for all mankind in
terms of achieving some kind of transcendence. But Chinese
novels always focus on a more practical form of “transcen-
dence” such as the struggle for power, the bringing together of
the scholar and the beauty, the attainment of academic excel-
lence, struggles among gods and monsters and retribution in
this life, none of which are able to transcend the parochial
scope of China.
The arrival of modern Chinese literature was closely related

to political movements.At the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury, as China gradually matured through its forcible accom-
modation to the modernism of theWest, it felt the pain of its
backwardness and defeat, its diplomatic disadvantage as a weak
country, and its delayed advent of modernity.The May 4th
Movement (1917–21) was an external manifestation of that
pain. Subsequently, Chinese literature severed its umbilical link
with classical literary style and embraced a vernacular era.
Now a century has passed, and the East andWest have both
reached their own conclusions about the literary works of that
era, however disparate those judgments are, based on their
respective ideological standpoints.
But I hold that combining the liberalism, romanticism and

humanitarianism of theWest with the aesthetics handed down
over the course of a thousand years in China is the best way for

an ancient literary tradition to advance toward a new life, and
toward globalization.As with China, Japan’s literary move-
ments were driven by political movements.After the Meiji
Restoration in 1868, the literature epitomized by the
inscrutable and elusive Japanese haiku was transformed into
modern Japanese literature. European literature’s recasting and
influence did not cause Japanese literature to lose its identity,
and Japanese literature has become increasingly influential in
world literature over the last century.Two of its writers in the
twentieth century, Kawabata and Kenzaburo, won the Nobel
Prize for literature on the basis of their distinctive Japanese
identity. It is worth noting that 12 Japanese have also won
Nobel Prizes in the field of science. In the fields of literature
and science, Japan has wonderfully combined Japanese identity
with a world identity to create a brilliant contemporary Japan-
ese civilization and make a contribution to the world. In the
meantime, China continues to leave the examination paper
blank.
Although it is the former mother country of Japanese civi-

lization, China has contributed almost nothing to the civiliza-
tion of modern mankind, not to mention that contemporary
Chinese literature has no presence in world literature.This is
the inevitable result of Chinese themselves discarding their
Chinese identity and consciously serving as the tools of politi-
cal enslavement.

. . .

The 20th century, now several years behind us, was entwined
with cruelty and chaos, feudalism and totalitarianism, tribula-
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A book fair in Beijing, October 2005. Lots of books, but what’s worth reading? Photo: Reuters



tion and hunger, dreams and despair. Mainland China in that
century suffered the overwhelming repression of external and
internal colonialism, in which its people never had the free-
dom of speaking or knowing the truth. Especially since the
1950s, China came under a highly tyrannical and monopolis-
tic regime, under which its people were entrapped in a maze
of lies and post-lies and no one was allowed to be an individ-
ual with the freedom to think and write independently. Here
an individual was just a piece of meat to be tamed like a half-
human Zhu Bajie or centaur. In the course of world civiliza-
tion, China was left by the wayside and deprived of the right to
inquire. Freedom was reserved for the powerful, and those
without power either submitted to or relied on those with
power, or were annihilated. It was a truly lamentable century.
Since 1949, the people of China have not been set on the
course of liberation, but have been loaded into a smelter for
forging into China’s most accurate and high-density precision
instrument, with neither death nor surrender a matter of
choice.The regime’s “taming process” aims to produce only
cynics or slaves.
Many people worldwide predict that the twenty-first cen-

tury will be China’s century.This might prove true in terms of
its strong economic momentum, but in terms of the civilizing
course of human society, quite the opposite will be true. China
is still a post-totalitarian nation, lacking freedom of expression
and equality of rights, and filled with lies.
Some people say that the present China is in a flourishing

age, which derives from the last such period, the Kang-Qian
FlourishingAge in the Qing Dynasty.4That is a preposterous
claim.The Kangzi and Qianlong periods were marked by severe
repression in which writers were persecuted, and in which
massive slaughter was undertaken against the Han people. How
can such a brutal and bloody period be described as flourish-
ing? Likewise, it is true that present-day China has seen a great
increase in its national economy and individual incomes, but
basic human rights such as freedom and equality are still almost
at zero. In the 21st century, China may become an economic
and consumer giant, but remains feeble-minded and blind in
respect of freedom, democracy, equality and the right to infor-
mation about its own national events. How can these be the
characteristics of a flourishing age? It is impossible to imagine a
world power such as the United States as a tyrannical country
based on a totalitarian system without freedom.
Freedom of thought is the most basic criterion by which to

judge whether a country is flourishing and open.Without it,
no era can be regarded as flourishing.Think of previously total-
itarian countries such as the Czech Republic and Poland; they
first resolved the issues of freedom, democracy, equality and
the right to know the truth before they started to develop their
economies.
Modern Chinese literature is just one face of China’s lack of

freedom, and most of it relates to political information; in
other regards there is little self-restraint. From 1949 to 1979,
the regime imposed increasing degrees of control on literary
works, and writers lost all their creative freedom under this
political pressure. Even Deng Xiaoping noticed that literature

had become politically moribund, and in 1978, after the end
of the Cultural Revolution, he made a special appeal during a
conference of writers: “Don’t ever follow politics again!”
But that was by no means a call for freedom of expression;

literature remained bound to the chariot of “political informa-
tion,” and free expression was regarded as the enemy of the
regime. In the years before and after 1989, a large number of
writers searching for freedom felt obliged to seek refuge over-
seas. Among them were Liu Binyan,Wang Ruowang, Gao
Xingjian, ZhengYi, Kong Jiesheng, Gu Hua, Bei Dao andYang
Lian. Some of them, such as Liu Binyan andWang Ruowang,
died in exile without ever setting foot in their homeland again.
The fate of the exile is one of the most tragic known to man,
yet while these exiles have lost their homeland, they have been
able to enjoy freedom of expression.What of the other 1.3 bil-
lion people of China?They continue to live in their prison
without walls.The only person so far to win a Nobel Prize for
Chinese-language literature, Gao Xingjian, once said, “I was
willing to accept exile for the sake of pursuing freedom of
expression.” “I have no expectation in my lifetime of returning
to a motherland ruled by an authoritarian government.”This is
how a generation of writers loudly proclaims its demands for
freedom of expression to a totalitarian regime.
The twentieth century has already drawn to a close. If the

twenty-first century is to be China’s century, it can only be
through the release of expression and thought from paternalis-
tic controls, the freeing of ideological thought from its shackles
and surveillance, and movement in the direction of an inde-
pendent, unsubmissive liberalism through which we can finally
discern the deep, real, troubled, tough, true face of China.
Let all Chinese around the globe, especially we intellectu-

als living in a China ruled by lies, join hands and without fear
of violence give our all for the cause of the liberal culture
movement.

Translated byWei Liu with Stacy Mosher

The full Chinese version of this article can be accessed on the
Fire of LibertyWeb site: http://www.fireofliberty.org/article/
1646.asp and http://www.fireofliberty.org/article/1647.asp.

EDITOR’S NOTES
1. Koestler’s novel Darkness at Noon (1940) dissected the activities of Russian

intellectuals under Stalinism.

2. In the classic Chinese novel Journey to theWest, Zhu Bajie, part pig and

part human, was one of three companions of the monkTripitaka on

his pilgrimage to India to obtain Buddhist sutras to bring back to

China. Depicted as lazy, jealous, gluttonous and lecherous, Zhu Bajie is

alternatively known by the name ZhuWuneng, which means “a pig

aware of his ability,” but which sounds similar to the Chinese phrase

for “impotent pig.”

3. The Chinese term ziyou can be translated as free, freedom, liberty or liberal.

4. The Kang Qian Sheng Shi (Kang Qian FlourishingAge) spanned the

reigns of the Manchu Emperors Kangzi,Yongzheng and Qianlong

(1662–1759), during which the Qing Dynasty gradually gained stabil-

ity that allowed development of its economy and culture.


